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Markets
Time to Circle the Wagons
August 24th was a game changer as the markets broke
down after a prolonged period of consolidation. This also
created a Dow Theory Sell Signal and, combined, these
warnings must be respected. Now that we have seen some
recovery – as is usually the case after such a dramatic move and is referred to as a Dead Cat
Bounce – it is time to move some powder out of harm’s way to potentially be deployed into
subsequent market troughs and buying opportunities.
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As per the S&P 500 chart below, we are only 3% above short-term support…

… And, as renowned fund manager, David Tepper points out below, things are not so rosy in
marketland:
David Tepper on CNBC – his tone is cautious
 A huge global accumulation of FX reserves had been taking place since ’10. This money was recycled









into bonds. On top of that you had QE programs from Fed, BOJ, ECB, and BOE. There was a huge
surge of liquidity during this time. In the last 12 months, the Fed has ended QE (but Europe and
Japan are still going) and the reserve accumulation process came to an end (China and the big oil
states are no longer building). So the liquidity dynamics are more mixed (and less favorable) than
they’ve been.
For the Fed and liftoff, “who cares” – the initial 25bp increase is pretty meaningless.
China – the CNY is prob. ~10% overvalued and until that gets resolved China will continue bleeding
reserves. Money will find its way out of China until the CNY valuation hits equilibrium.
VIX at low 20s is prob. too low in the present environment – volatility is going to stay elevated given
the shifts in global reserves trends.
Emerging Market growth is slowing dramatically across the board (w/the exception of maybe India).
The US is a great place but a lot of the big SPX companies have huge Emerging Market exposure.
Corporate margins face risks. Labor markets in the US are tightening and this will be a headwind for
margins. Meanwhile slower international growth will be a margin headwind too.
SPX multiples nearly got to ~18x near the recent highs but in this current environment (less
favorable liquidity, margin risks, lower global growth, etc) something around ~15x is prob. more
appropriate. The Street is modeling ~$118 for ’15 SPX EPS – we are ~16.5x that. For ’16 the St has
elevated expectations (the Bloomberg consensus is $130). If ’16 winds up being only $120 and you
assume 15x, that gets 1800 for the SPX. Assume 16x and you get 1920. (We are at 1,900 now.)
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 Stock levels aren’t super high now so this isn’t the best environment to be aggressively short but we

would be flat (and use rallies to lay out shorts).
Finally, margin debt may have peaked and that is not a good thing:

(Source: Gavekal Capital)

My conclusion is that it is a time for general market caution and for using volatility to your advantage. It
is a time for sticking with specific ideas with market support and likely near-term catalysts. Reduce
general market exposure – if even for a few months – and consider shorting some ETFs to exploit market
volatility. I subscribe to the oil lower-for-longer theme as the Saudis have plenty of financial reserves
and incentives. Maintain gold and preferred share exposure as rates are prone to flinching higher.
It is likely not, however, a time to panic and sell the farm. The rising US Dollar is already acting to
prevent U.S. inflation, and falling gasoline prices may be just enough to jump-start many economies.
While the talk is of India being the sole light in the BRICs and other emerging markets, China’s growth
rate is still around 7%, the Emerging Market index appears oversold, and legends such as Jim Rogers are
happily investing in Russia at bargain prices. Canada’s commodity struggles will start to be offset by our
low Loonie. The U.S. markets could remain perplexingly strong as portfolio managers are paid to “be
invested” and there is still virtually nowhere else to go!
Prepare yourself for volatility and follow strength into catalyst-driven ideas.
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The Strategy
Fundamentals, such as earnings or book value, are said to support stock valuations. However, as
shareholders, we are paid according to market price, not fundamentals. The two primary reasons for
this relationship are supply and demand (brilliant: straight out of an economics textbook) and investor
emotion. Fundamentals hold some sway but can remain ignored for long periods of time.
It is therefore wise to heed the more relevant indicators that are clearly visible through quantitative
analysis and charts. Quantitative analysis does not simply show if a company is a good value, but how
good relative to its peers and at what rate it is getting even better. Charts, or technical analysis, are a
visual representation of supply and demand which incorporates investor emotions too.
Putting it all together, stocks that rank well on a quantitative screen and exhibit upward momentum
have been proven to outperform those selected on fundamentals alone.
The Data Driven Portfolio leverages these strengths and advantages along with disciplined stop-losses.
It is most effective in fee-based accounts. Ask any time for more information or to discuss.

Personal Wealth Management
C’mon Cub Scout… be Prepared!
Sudden market declines happen, as do gradual ones. The trick to dealing with them is to be prepared.
The way to achieve this is through strategic asset allocation: with holdings in various asset classes, such
as fixed-income, equities, cash and alternatives, you will be in a position to capitalize on a sudden
decline in any one of them. Usually portfolio re-balancing occurs annually, but a sudden 10% move can
be acted on immediately by deploying cash reserves or opportunistically switching investments to
increase overall quality or seize an extreme value.
By investing in quality and value, using brilliant managers, and by having a patient demeanour and a
contrarian bent, you can position your portfolio to not only absorb market corrections but to actually
take advantage of them.

Capital Preservation through Stop Losses
Be consistently inconsistent. Stop loss orders are an effective tool for mitigating market risk. However,
they are also a trap in volatile markets. A good strategy is to vary your stop-losses. Set automatic stops
on some positions and discretionary stops on others. This will ensure not all of your portfolio is sold on
a severe down day and give you a chance to take advantage of subsequent upward volatility.
If the market is moving against you, take your losses and then sit on the sidelines for a while. With high
volatility, use big down-days to buy and up-days to sell. If it is a company-specific event that causes the
stop to be triggered, move forward by changing stocks and possibly even sectors.
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Strategy & Top Picks: Recent Data Driven Picks: Colliers Intl. and Open Text.
Previous picks of the Data Driven Portfolio, continue to deliver with names such as CCL Industries, Exco
Technologies, Patriot Northern, Euronet Worldwide...
I continue to recommend previous CAD rate-reset preferred shares and am accumulating two USD rateresets for U.S. denominated accounts to retain exposure to the strong Greenback.

Previous Top Picks:
February 2015: Avigilon, Sun Life, Manulife, Rio Alto Mining.
March 2015: AGT Food & Ingredients, Parex Resources.
April 2015: FA Hamilton Capital European Bank ETF
May/June 2015: Autocanada covered call options
July/Aug 2015: Enbridge Series F and Brookfield Renewable Power series C preferred shares
Call me anytime to discuss. All the best. Cheers,
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